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GW170817: Multi-messengers

sGRBBNS merger

Credit: LIGO

Following the kilonova, X-ray and radio observatories
studied the source, recording a counterpart signal from the
event. These observations revealed important information
on the energy output of the explosion, the ejected material,
and the environment of the merger. environment of the
merger. Neutrino observatories searched for coincident,
high-energy neutrinos from the area of GW170817 as
neutrinos are emitted in the relativistic outflow produced
during a BNS merger. However, no neutrinos were identified
that came from the direction of GW170817 and no
supernova neutrino burst signal was detected coincident
with the merger. Following the identification of the host
galaxy of the event, an extended search for neutrinos in the
direction of NGC 4993 was carried out for two weeks
following the merger, but it found no significant neutrino
emission. It remains a goal of multi-messenger astronomy
to detect gravitational waves, electromagnetic radiation,
and neutrinos from the same cosmic event.

Visit our websites:
http://www.ligo.org

http://www.virgo-gw.eu

Figure 2: The timeline for the discovery of GW170817, GRB170817A, SSS17a/AT2017gfo and the follow-up
observations are shown in Figure 2 from the publication. Some of the elements of that figure are presented here
and described in more detail. Figure 2a: this shows the timeline of the discovery and follow-up of the system.
Two types of information are shown for each band/messenger. First, the shaded dashes represent the times
when information was reported in a GCN Circular. The names of their associated authors is collected at the
beginning of the row. Second, the solid lines with circles indicate when the source was detectable by at least
one telescope in the particular band. The circle sizes are scaled approximately by magnitude.

Figure 2b: shown here is a spectrogram of the gravitational
waves as seen in the LIGO-Livingston detector. Here we show
the spectrograms from all three LIGO-Virgo detectors. You can
see the characteristic "chirp", when the frequency increases, of
a binary merger.

Figure 2c: shown here are 8 images of the aftermath of the BNS merger (designated SSS17a/AT2017gfo). On the
left are six optical images taken between 10 and 12 hours after the merger by different telescopes. On the right
are images constructed from x-ray and radio observations. The x-ray image was taken 9 days after the merger
by NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory. 16 days after the merger NRAO's Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) captured
the radio image. In all 8 images the galaxy NGC 4993 is seen in the middle and SSS17a/AT2017gfo is marked by
two lines.

CONCLUSIONS
For the first time, both gravitational and electromagnetic
waves from a single astrophysical source have been
observed. This joint observation supports the hypothesis
that the source is the merger of two neutron stars and it
also allowed for the identification of the host galaxy. The
electromagnetic observations comprise three major
components at different wavelengths: (i) a prompt, short
gamma-ray burst which demonstrates the association of
at least a fraction of these phenomena with mergers of
neutron star binaries, (ii) an ultraviolet, optical, and
infrared transient (known as a kilonova), due to the
radioactive decay of heavy elements formed by neutron
capture, observed clearly for the first time, followed by
(iii) delayed X-ray and radio counterparts. All of these
observations provide the first global picture of the
processes at play after compact star mergers that contain
neutron stars, including a jet of high-energy particles and
the interaction of this jet with the surrounding interstellar
medium. This event also demonstrates the importance of
collaborative, joint gravitational-wave, electromagnetic,
and neutrino observations, and marks a new era in multi-
messenger, time-domain astronomy.

FIND OUT MORE:
You can read the full article, which is published in Astrophysical Journal Letters, here.
Visit the LIGO Open Science Center, with access to GW170817 data: https://losc.ligo.org

Read more of our papers about the GW170817 discovery:
GW170817: Observation of gravitational waves from a binary neutron star inspiral

Gravitational Waves and Gamma Rays from a Binary Neutron Star Merger: GW170817 and GRB 170817A

A gravitational-wave standard siren measurement of the Hubble constant with GW170817

Search for post-merger gravitational waves from the remnant of the binary neutron star merger 
GW170817

Estimating the Contribution of Dynamical Ejecta in the Kilonova Associated with GW170817

On the Progenitor of Binary Neutron Star Merger GW170817

GW170817: Implications for the Stochastic Gravitational-Wave Background from Compact Binary Mergers

Search for High-energy Neutrinos from Binary Neutron Star Merger GW170817 with ANTARES, IceCube, 
and the Pierre Auger Observatory
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Why the cocoon?

• An “Extreme Outflow” [  & erg]


• Powers an “astrophysical transient”, & make 
an excellent EM counterpart to GWs [~Nova]


• A potential site for r-process nucleosynthesis              
[allow probing heating rate & opacity]

v > 0.3c 1048 − 1049



Motivation
1. Modeling of the cocoon breakout [for the 1st time]

2. Estimate the cocoon imprint/emission

3. Use the cocoon to prob the central engine of 
sGRBs/r-process etc.



Hydrodynamical 
simulations (2D) 

tm = − 0.160s t0 = 0s tb ∼ 0.2 − 2.6s te = 2s tend = 10s

Merger Engine on Jet breakout Engine off End of the calculation



tb − t0 = 8.310sWide Jet case tb − t0 = 0.222s
Narrow jet case 

 
 

Liso,0 = 5 × 1050erg s−1

θ0 = 6.8∘ Mej = 0.002M⊙

BNS merger [Short GRB] case

Y [cm]

Expanding



tb − t0 = 8.310sWide Jet case tb − t0 = 2.590s
Failed jet case 

 
 

Liso,0 = 1050erg s−1

θ0 = 18∘ Mej = 0.01M⊙

BNS merger [Short GRB] case

Y [cm]

Expanding



Outer  
cocoon 

(fast)

Inner  
cocoon 
(slow)

Outer Vs. Inner Cocoon
tb − t0 = 0.222s

Narrow jet case 
 

 
Liso,0 = 5 × 1050erg s−1

θ0 = 6.8∘ Mej = 0.002M⊙
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tb − t0 = 0.222s
Narrow jet case 

 
 

Liso,0 = 5 × 1050erg s−1

θ0 = 6.8∘ Mej = 0.002M⊙

Outer Vs. Inner Cocoon



Key Points 
[about the cocoon breakout]

• Homologous expansion 


• Radiation pressure dominated  [ Const.]


• Special case:  [const. energy density]


• Geometry: conical with angle  [not spherical]


• Mass fraction:  [Very small]


• Density profile:  [successful jet]  [failed jet]

r ∝ vt

Ei = 3PcVc Pc =

n = 2 ⇒ Ea ∝ ∫
1
2

v2ρdV ∝ V

θOUT

Mc,OUT /Mc ∼ 0.01

nOUT ≈ 10 nOUT ≈ 2



Modeling the cocoon 
breakout

Parameters of the jet & ejecta: 
Lj, θ0, Ma, n, vm, t0 − tm

Fraction of the cocoon that breaks out: 
Mc,OUT, Ec,OUT, Ec,i,OUT

Cocoon emission: 
vph, Lbl, TBB

Jet propagation: 
tb, rb, rc



Main Argument
dE
dV

rrm

dEk,0

dV
+

dEin

dV
≈ α

dEk,0

dV

dEk,0

dV
Ejecta

Cocoon

β(r)

rrm

βm α
βm

rm / α

Ejecta

Cocoon

Faster than the 
ejecta  

 Breaks out!
β > βm

⇒

Velocity ProfileEnergy Profile



Calculating α
The cocoon energy:

Ek,0 =
Vc

Va
Ea Ea ≈

1
6

β2
mMac2

For :n = 2

Ein = 2Lj(tb − t0)(1 − ⟨βh⟩)

α = Ec/Ek,0 = 1 + Ein/Ek,0 = 1 +
12Lj(tb − t0)(1 − ⟨βh⟩)

(rc/rb)2β2
mMac2

The key parameter is:

Ec = Ek,0 + Ein

From the 
expanding  

ejecta

From the 
jet/engine 

β(r)

rrm

βm α
βm

rm / α

Ejecta

Cocoon

Breaks out



The cocoon breakout [I]

At the breakout time, the part of the cocoon that is faster 
than the ejecta occupies  the following volume; which is the 
volume of the cap of the ellipsoid with a volume  that 
represent the cocoon volume:

Vc

VI

Vc
=

EI

Ec
= (1 +

2
α3/2

−
3
α )

VI

Vc

VaEI

Ec

β(r)

rrm

βm α
βm

rm / α

Ejecta

Cocoon

Breaks out



The cocoon breakout [II]

VI

Vc

VII

Ec,i,OUT /Ec,OUT[ = fi,c,OUT] ≈ βEc,i/Ec[ = βfi,c]

EII

Ec
=

(β − 1)(α − 1)
2α − β(α − 1)

EI

Ec

VII

Vc
=

VI

Vc

2α(β − 1)
2α − β(α − 1)



The cocoon breakout

The fraction of the total energy, and internal energy, of the cocoon that 
breaks out is:

Ec,OUT

Ec
= ( 1 + α

2α − β(α − 1) ) (1 +
2

α3/2
−

3
α )

Ec,i,OUT

Ec,i
= β ( 1 + α

2α − β(α − 1) ) (1 +
2

α3/2
−

3
α )



Calculating  analyticallyMc

ρ0 =
Ma

4πr2
0

1
rm,0 − r0

rm,0

rm

( Mc

Ma ) = 2 ln ( rb

r0 ) − 1 ( Vc

Va )

Mc /2 = ∫
a

−a
dyπx2ρ

Va

Vc b = rc(tb)

a = rb /2

fm = 4fv ln ( rb

r0 ) − 1

ρ = ρ0(r0/r)2

Mc = 2πρ0r2
0 ∫

a

−a

dy

1 + ( y + a
x )

2

a ≫ b ⇒

(y/a)2 + (x /b)2 = 1

Mc ≈ 2πρ0r2
0 ∫

a

−a
dy ( x

y + a )
2

rb ≈ cβmtb



Calculating  analyticallyMc,OUT

ρ0 =
Ma

4πr2
0

1
rm,0 − r0

rm,0

rm

(
Mc,OUT

Ma ) = 2 [ 1

α
− 1 + ln ( α)] ( Vc

Va )

Mc /2 = ∫
a

−a
dyπx2ρ

Ma

Mc b = rc(tb)

2a (1 − 1/ α)

fm = 4fv ln ( rb

r0 ) − 1

ρ = ρ0(r0/r)2

Mc,OUT = 2πρ0r2
0 ∫

a

a(2/ α−1)

dy

1 + ( y + a
x )

2

a ≫ b ⇒

(y/a)2 + (x /b)2 = 1

Mc,OUT ≈ 2πρ0r2
0 ∫

a

a(2/ α−1)
dy ( x

y + a )
2

α = Ec /Ek,0 = 1 + Ein /Ek,0 = 1 +
12Lj(tb − t0)(1 − ⟨βh⟩)

(rc /rb)2β2
mMac2

Mc,OUT

a = rb /2



Comparison with simulations 
[at ]t = tb

Jet 
Type

Breakout Time 
[s] Alpha Cocoon 

Energy [erg]
Outer cocoon 
energy [erg]

Outer cocoon 
mass [Msun]

Narrow
Analytic 0.203 1.469 8.90E+47 8.90E+46 8.12E-07

Simulation 0.222 1.548 1.09E+48 9.44E+46 4.93E-07

Wide
Analytic 0.450 2.632 9.57E+48 5.71E+48 1.50E-05

Simulation 0.412 2.138 1.11E+49 4.70E+48 1.83E-05

Failed
Analytic 3.162 1.548 2.78E+49 3.57E+48 1.67E-05

Simulation 2.590 1.523 2.93E+49 7.20E+48 3.68E-05



Why only a small fraction of the 
cocoon breaks out?

VI

Vc

Va

n = 2 ⇒ ⟨βa⟩ =
1

3
βm

⟨βc⟩ ≈ ⟨βm⟩ 2/3 < βm

⟨βc⟩ = ⟨βa⟩ × α ∼ 2
Ec = Ek,0 × α[α ∼ 2]

⇒ βc ∼ βa × 2
β(r)

rrm

βm α
βm

rm / α

Ejecta

Cocoon

Breaks out



Estimate the cocoon imprint 

[as an EM counterparts]



Density and velocity profiles

The power-law density profile:

βinf ∝ r ⇒ r ≈ vt
Homologous expansion:

For the outer cocoon we get: 
 (successful jet case)  

 (failed jet case) 
n ≈ 10 M ∝ r−10r3 ∝ r−7

n ≈ 2 M ∝ r−2r3 ∝ r

ρout(r, t) = {
(n − 3)Mc,outvn−3

out

Ω[(vout /vm)n−3 − 1] } v−nt−3 log ρ

log r
rm rout

log ρ0
ρout ∝ v−nt−3

v(r)

rrm rout

vm

vout

Ω = 4π(1 − cos θout)



Optical depth

log ρ

log r
rm rout

log ρ0
ρout ∝ r−ntn−3

v(r)

rrm rout

vm

vout
vph
vd

Optical depth:

The photospheric radius is at [as in Piro+20]:

τ(r, t) = ∫
r

rout

κρ(r, t)dr

τ(r, t) = τph[ = 2/3]

The diffusion radius is at:

τ(r, t) ≈
1
d

c
vd

[d = 1]

rph(t)

rd(t)
Lbl(t)

τ(r, t) =
κMc,out

Ω
n − 3
n − 1

v1−n − v1−n
out

v3−n
m − v3−n

out

1
t2



Opacity [See Tanaka-san’s Talk]

κ ∼ 0.1 − 1 cm2 g−1

@ ~ a few hours?
Credit: Banerjee et al. 2020

•  at early times is not well determined. 
• Below is  for  ( Banerjee et al. 2020) 
• Lanthanides?

κ
κ Z = 20 − 56



The photosphere

t(vph = vm) = tph = [ κMout

Ωτphv2
m ( n − 3

n − 1 ) 1
1 − (vm/vout)n−3 ]

1/2

The photosphere reaches the ejecta/macronova at:

vph(t) = ( t
tph )

2

+ ( vm

vout )
n−1

1
n − 1

vm ≈ [ t
tph ]

2
n − 1

vm



Diffusion velocity

t(vd = vm) = td

t ≫ t1 ⇒ vout ≫ vd ⇒ td ≈ ( dκMout

cΩvm

n − 3
n − 1 ) [ 1

1 − (vm/vout)n−3 ]
1/2

[n > 1]

The diffusion radius reaches the ejecta/macronova at:

vd(t) = [td /t]
2

n − 2 vm

td = ( dκMout

cΩvm

n − 3
n − 1 ) [ 1 − (vd /vout)n−1

1 − (vm/vout)n−3 ]
1/2



Optically thick phase

Diffusion radius 
τ = c/vd

Cocoon’s 
cooling emission

t < td



Optically thin phase

Photosphere 
τ = 2/3

Diffusion radius 
τ = c/vd

Marconova 
emission

t > td



Internal energy [Preliminary]

At , taking into account the adiabatic expansion of the outer cocoon we get:t > t1

Vout( > v, t) =
Ω
3

t3(v3
out − v3)

Ei,out( > v, t) = Ei,out(t1)[ 1 − (v/vout)3

1 − (vm/vout)3 ] [ t1
t ]

Over the outer cocoon, , hence the energy is equally distributed over the 
volume. With  being the total internal energy, the internal energy moving faster 
that  at  can be written as:

Ei = 3PV
Ei,out(t1)

v t = t1

Ei,out( > v, t1) = Ei,out(t1)
Vout( > v, t1)

Vout(t1)
= Ei,out(t1)[ 1 − (v/vout)3

1 − (vm/vout)3 ]



Bolometric luminosity

L(t) ≈
Ei,out( > vd, t)

t

Ei,out( > vd, t) = Ei,out(t1)[ 1 − (vd /vout)3

1 − (vm/vout)3 ] [ t1
t ]

vd(t) = [td /t]
2

n − 2 vout

td = {( pκMout

cΩvout

n − 3
n − 1 ) [ 1 − (vd /vout)n−1

(vout /vm)n−3 − 1 ]}
1/2

≈ {( pκMout

cΩvout

n − 3
n − 1 ) [ 1

(vout /vm)n−3 − 1 ]}
1/2

[n > 1]



Cocoon Emission: 
Results



 &  [ ]vph vd κ = 1cm2/g

30m 10h1mt=0

Narrow jet

Wide jet

Failed jet

Ejecta

td(vd = vm) ∝ κMOUT

vph ∝ t
2

n − 1 ∝ t2

vph ∝ t
2

n − 1 ∝ t2/9



 [ ]Lbl κ = 1cm2/g

30m 10h1mt=0

Narrow jet
Wide jet

Failed jet

td ∝ κMOUT



 [ ]Lbl κ = 1cm2/g

Early observations will detect the cocoon 
and constrain the jet

30m 10h1mt=0

Narrow jet
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Summary & Conclusion

Successful modeling of the cocoon breakout                                                                 
based on the parameters of the engine/ejecta we can model 
the cocoon breakout and its emission


Toward a new astrophysical transient                                                       
the cocoon can power an EM transient; it can be detected at 
early times [~hour] and discriminated from the Macronova. 


Not quite bright, but a useful EM counterpart                                                           
it is theoretically possible to constraint some of the jet and 
the ejecta’s properties (jet type, opening angle, the ejecta 
mass, opacities & r-process, etc.)



Outlook
Take into account:


• r-process heating [see Kawaguchi-san’s Talk]


• Early opacities? [see Tanaka-san’s Talk]


• Radiative transfer/reprocessed KN emission [see Kawaguchi-san’s Talk]


• Cooling of the relativistic component of the cocoon, afterglow, etc.

L(t) ≈
Ec,out( > vd) + Er−process( > vd)

t
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